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Corporate Summary

For nearly four decades, public- and private-sector clients worldwide have selected Hill International
(NYSE:HIL) as construction consultants on their most complex projects. Each of our clients has unique
needs and goals, yet they choose Hill because they need experts who can prevent problems,
minimize risks and eliminate surprises – they need a firm they can trust who will deliver results. Meeting
our clients’ diverse needs in managing construction risk and exceeding their highest expectations is
our goal at Hill. We accomplish this objective by providing a broad range of project management,
construction claims and consulting services that support our clients during every phase of a project,
from concept through completion. With 4,700 professionals in 100 offices worldwide, Hill has the
experience and the expertise to help our clients deliver their projects on time, within budget and
with the highest quality possible.
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Cover photo: World Trade Center Transportation Hub, New York, NY. Located on the 16-acre World Trade Center site in Lower Manhattan, the Transportation Hub has been called one
of the world’s most complex, ambitious and symbolic projects. The glass and steel Transportation Hub was designed by renowned Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava to be a permanent
and poignant replacement for a temporary rail station built to restore transit service to Lower Manhattan following 9/11. Hill has been providing program management services on this
project since 2002.
Inset photo: Gateway Towers, Abu Dhabi, UAE. Hill managed construction of the unique $1.6 billion mixed-use Gateway Towers in Abu Dhabi for Sorouh Real Estate. The Complex was
later capped with a two-story penthouse structure connecting the three luxury high-rise towers at the 64th and 65th floors (approximately 240 meters in height) utilizing a process that
included the highest and heaviest lift in history.

David L. Richter
President and Chief Executive Officer

Raouf S. Ghali
Chief Operating Officer

To Our Fellow

Stockholders:

We are pleased to announce that 2014 was
a very positive year for Hill International. Our
company continued to aggressively grow its
top line, with total revenue and consulting fees
climbing to all-time highs. We were successful
in closing both an equity offering and debt
refinancing which strengthened our balance
sheet and significantly lowered our ongoing
interest expense. And our business development
efforts resulted in record net bookings during the
year which drove our total backlog at year-end
to a record $1.08 billion.
And so far in 2015, we continue to be successful
in attracting new clients and winning new
projects throughout the world, where our global
presence, depth of experience and outstanding
professionals have created one of the very
best professional services firms in the global
construction industry.

Hill International’s mission is to be the
very best professional services firm in the
world helping our clients minimize the risks
inherent in the construction process.
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of $153.8 million and $148.3 million, respectively.
Operating profit for the Claims Group, however,
declined by 10% to $11.0 million. The group’s operating
margin last year was 7.4%, down from 10.2% the year
before and the lowest it has been since before Hill
became a public company in 2006.

2014 Financial Results
Hill’s total revenue was up 11% to a record $640.3 million
last year, and our consulting fee revenue increased
12% over the prior year to a record $575.8 million. This
was our second year in a row of double-digit growth
following the end of the Great Recession, during
which we averaged just 6% growth in consulting fees
(although this was much better than many of our
competitors). We are forecasting that 2015 will be
our third consecutive year of double-digit growth,
with consulting fees expected to increase between
13% and 17% this year to approximately $650 million
to $675 million.

Top-line growth should result in improving, not
declining, bottom-line performance. That both of our
operating segments saw record revenues but shrinking
operating margins means their management teams
know exactly what their priority is going forward: not
just growing their businesses but significantly improving
their profitability as well.

Our recent growth was recognized once again by The
Zweig Letter, which ranked Hill on its “Hot Firms 2014”
list as the 44th fastest-growing firm in the construction
industry in the U.S. and Canada over the prior three
years. We have now made that distinguished list a
remarkable 12 times in the past 13 years.

Equity Offering and Debt Refinancing
Our goal to improve overall profitability going forward
was significantly aided by our successfully closing last
year both a $40 million equity follow-on offering led by
KeyBanc Capital Markets and a $165 million senior debt
refinancing with a group of new lenders led by Société
Générale. This new equity and debt capital allowed
us to pay off and terminate our
prior Bank of America revolver
and our second lien term loan
from
Tennenbaum
Capital
Partners, both of which were
significantly more expensive
than our new facilities. This was
a major accomplishment for
our company in 2014. While
we incurred one-time expenses
of $10.8 million in connection
with the debt refinancing, we
significantly lowered our going
forward interest expense and
greatly increased our ability to
consistently deliver net profits to the bottom line. We
also were able to significantly improve our borrowing
capacity so that we have adequate capital for our
anticipated growth in the years ahead.

This growth came at a cost, which was that our overhead
expenses increased by 19%, significantly higher than
the growth in our consulting fees
last year. Our SG&A margin as
a result rose to 37.8% last year
from 35.8% in 2013. Although this
is much improved from 41.4% in
2012 and 43.9% in 2011, it is still a
step in the wrong direction and
we have made it a priority in
2015 to minimize our overhead
costs as much as possible.
We had another strong year for
EBITDA, but not quite as high as
2013’s record performance. Hill’s
EBITDA was $37.8 million last year,
down 8% from the prior year. Similarly, our operating
profit was down 10% last year to $29.3 million. As a
result of one-time expenses of $10.8 million incurred in
connection with our debt refinancing and significantly
higher foreign income tax expenses, Hill showed a net
loss of ($10.9 million) for the year, or ($0.25) per diluted
share. Suffice it to say we do not expect this net loss to
be repeated in 2015.

Acquisition of Cadogans
We operate in two sectors that are highly fragmented
with many smaller, regional competitors. We believe
that through a strategy of acquiring and integrating
the best of these firms, we can accelerate our growth
and continue to improve our competitive position.
Last year, Hill acquired just such a firm.

Looking at our two operating segments separately, Hill’s
Project Management Group delivered strong results
in 2014. Total revenue was up 7% to a record $486.4
million and consulting fees were up 9% to a record
$427.5 million. Operating profit for the Projects Group
was $48.5 million last year, a slight drop of only 0.3%
from its 2013 record. The group’s operating margin was
11.3% for the year, down from 12.4% in 2013.

In October, we acquired Angus Octan Scotland
Ltd., a firm trading as Cadogans that provides
multi-disciplinary engineering and other technical
consulting services. The firm, which has about 30
professionals, has offices in Glasgow and Dundee in
Scotland. Cadogans has expertise in mechanical,
marine, electrical, energy, chemical, architectural,
building services, civil and structural engineering,

Hill’s Construction Claims Group had much stronger
growth in 2014 than the Projects Group, but significantly
more challenges with regard to profitability. Both total
revenue and consulting fees grew by 24%, to records
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won nearly 100 awards for excellence in managing
our clients’ construction projects (12 of them in just the
past year alone). And we took Hill from a small, private,
family-owned firm to a global public company listed
on the New York Stock Exchange.

materials and corrosion. Their services are in demand
worldwide on projects large and small, from multinational nuclear power litigation to international
oil and gas projects. Cadogans was an important
acquisition that has greatly expanded the resources
and capabilities of our Construction Claims Group in
the United Kingdom.

But while winning awards for project excellence
or fast growth are impressive, we have not been
as successful in delivering consistent profits for the
benefit of our stockholders. This in turn has hindered
the performance of our stock. In 2014, our common
stock dropped by (2.8%), trailing behind the broader
markets (the Russell 2000 Index was up 4.9% and
the S&P SmallCap 600 Index was up 5.8% last year).
Although most investors on Wall Street have yet to
catch on to what a great company we have built,
we remain confident that Hill is on the right track. If
we continue to perform successfully for our clients
and continue to manage our business well, we know
that our top and bottom lines will continue to improve
substantially and our common stock will be priced
accordingly.

New Business Development
In 2014, we had the most successful year in the history of
our company with regard to our business development
efforts, with net bookings of approximately $628
million during the year. Hill was awarded significant
new work on some of the largest and most complex
construction projects and programs in the world last
year.
These included the extension of the commuter rail
system for Denver’s Regional Transportation District,
renovation of Terminal Building No. 2 at Cairo
International Airport, construction of Miami’s Frost
Museum of Science, redevelopment of the Astir Palace
Resort in Athens, the construction of Sydney’s North
West Rail Link, and development
of the Island City Center
residential towers in Mumbai.

We and the rest of our
management team remain
focused on the right issues:
maximizing our revenue growth,
minimizing our overhead costs,
and continuing to exceed our
clients’ expectations in every
way possible.

Hill received a new contract
last year from the U.S. Federal
Transit
Administration
to
continue
providing
project
management oversight services
on
federally-funded
transit
projects nationwide, a service
Hill pioneered and has been
continuously providing to the FTA
for nearly 30 years.

We thank you for your
investment in our company
and your trust and confidence
in our board of directors, our
management team and our
outstanding
professionals
around the world. We will continue to work hard
in 2015 and beyond to reward that investment and
to ensure that Hill International excels in its mission:
to be the very best professional services firm in the
world helping our clients minimize the risks inherent
in the construction process.

We were also retained to help
manage Superstorm Sandy recovery efforts for
multiple state and local agencies throughout New
York and New Jersey. These and some of the other
exciting new projects we won last year are profiled on
subsequent pages of this Annual Report.
As a result of this success, we remain very optimistic
about our revenue growth and financial performance
in the years ahead. We will continue, as always,
to make new business development one of our
company’s highest priorities.

David L. Richter
President and Chief Executive Officer

2015 and Beyond
Since the beginning of this century, Hill International
has been one of the most successful firms in the global
construction industry. From 2000 through 2014, we
grew our annual consulting fees from less than $30
million to more than $575 million—more than nineteenfold growth. We grew our employee base from 300
professionals mostly in the U.S. to 4,700 professionals in
100 offices in 40 countries around the globe. We have

Raouf S. Ghali
Chief Operating Officer
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Financial Highlights

Since becoming a public company in 2006, Hill has delivered strong revenue and backlog
growth. In 2014, we achieved record revenues and it was the most successful sales year
in Hill’s history. A key accomplishment during the year was successfully raising $40 million
in equity and refinancing $165 million in senior debt, strengthening our balance sheet and
positioning Hill for even greater growth in the years ahead. Following are some highlights of
Hill’s financial performance in 2014 and over the past five years.

2014 CONSULTING FEES
John Fanelli III

Senior Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

By Geographical Region

By Service Group
Asia/Pacific

6%
Construction
Claims

Africa

Project
Management
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U.S./Canada
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Ronald F. Emma

14%

Senior Vice President and
Chief Accounting Officer

By Client Type
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Buildings

U.S. Federal
Government
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Private Sector
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Other
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Foreign
Governments
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Gross profit
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Equity in earnings of affiliates
EBITDA
Operating profit (loss)
Net earnings (loss) attributable to Hill International, Inc.
Basic earnings (loss) per common share
Basic weighted average common shares outstanding
Diluted earnings (loss) per common share
Diluted weighted average common shares outstanding
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2012

2011

2010
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Patricia and Philip Frost Museum of Science, Miami, Florida
The 250,000-square-foot, $275 million Frost Museum of Science will be
a cornerstone of Miami’s 28-acre Museum Park. Hill is acting as owner’s
representative during construction of this landmark structure.
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Project Management Group
Thomas J. Spearing III
Regional President
(Americas)

Construction is one of the world’s most difficult and
challenging endeavors, and big projects carry big risks.
Even one mistake in any of the thousands of different
tasks on a project can mean big problems and result
in serious schedule delays and cost overruns. With the
financial stakes so high, it is critical that every step of
the project be managed carefully. Hill International is
one of the premier firms in the world helping our clients
manage their projects and programs more effectively,
so that they are finished on time, within budget and with
as few claims as possible.

Mohammed Al Rais
Regional President
(Middle East)

Whether the project is a high-speed rail line or a high-rise
office building, we provide our clients with a full-spectrum
of services, including program management, project
management, construction management, project
management oversight, troubled project turnaround,
staff augmentation, project labor agreement consulting,
commissioning, labor compliance management, and
estimating and cost management services.
Waleed Abdel Fattah
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Senior Vice President
and Managing Director
(Latin America)

$23.3

José Manuel
Albaladejo
Cañedo-Argüelles

Senior Vice President
and Managing
Director (Asia/Pacific)
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We are currently managing some of the largest and most
complex projects and programs in the world, including
construction of the Jabal Omar mixed-use development
in Saudi Arabia, construction of the Doha Metro Green
Line in Qatar, and the redevelopment of Route 6 in
Kosovo. Our portfolio of successful projects becomes
larger and more impressive each year, as you can see
from the projects on the following pages that Hill was
selected to manage in 2014.

$36.1

Abdo E. Kardous

$500

Having participated in over 10,000 project assignments
with a total construction value of more than $500 billion,
Hill has managed all phases of the construction process,
from concept through completion. Engineering NewsRecord magazine recently ranked Hill as the ninth
largest construction management firm and the eleventh
largest program management firm in the United States.

Senior Vice President
and Managing Director
(Africa)

$17.9

Senior Vice President
and Managing
Director (Europe)

$427.5

John A. Arnold
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Project Management Group

RTD’s FasTracks Program, Denver, CO
Hill is providing construction management services on various Denver Regional Transportation District (RTD) projects including the North Metro
Corridor, Southeast Corridor, Southwest Corridor, Central Corridor and any remaining future FasTracks and base RTD system projects.

“Thanks to the Hill team for what they have done to deliver the Red Lion
project and close things out earlier. You have represented us very well
and have managed a number of complex issues along the way. I greatly
appreciate your commitment to results and excellence!”
Bill Kurtz
Chief Financial Officer and Chief Commercial Officer
Bloom Energy
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Astir Palace Resort, Athens, Greece
Astir Palace Resort is widely regarded as the “crown jewel” resort of the Athenian coastline. Hill is providing project management services during
redevelopment of the resort.

Bahrain Social Housing Project, Manama, Bahrain

Langham Palm Jumeirah, Dubai, UAE

The $450 million Bahrain Affordable Housing Project brings
together public and private entities to deliver social and affordable
housing solutions to Bahrain’s growing population. Hill is providing
project management services on this project.

This $88 million, five-star hotel features two seven-story buildings, 323
guest rooms and a sky bridge connecting the buildings on the third
floor. Hill was project manager for this hospitality project.

“We commend Hill’s dedication and outstanding service, especially given the complex
and challenging demands of managing this project. The qualified professionals of Hill’s
senior management were available at all times to address problems that arose, which
allowed our job to progress seamlessly with minimal delay. I would recommend Hill
International for all program, project or construction management needs.”
Patrice Brunet
General Manager
Swan Operations Ltd.
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Project Management Group

San Francisco International Airport, San Francisco, CA
Hill is providing project management services for the airport’s temporary boarding area B and the security screening checkpoint area of Terminal 1.
Hill is also providing as-needed project management services for other facets of the airport’s capital program as part of a three-year contract.

“In my 25 years managing design and construction projects, this was the
most extraordinary experience of teamwork coupled with an incessant
drive for quality and on-time completion of our project. I congratulate
your team for our shared success.”
Charles A Hearn, III P.E.
Project Manager
U.S. General Services Administration
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Cairo International Airport, Cairo, Egypt
Cairo International Airport’s Terminal Building No. 2 is undergoing a major renovation effort to double its capacity to 7.5 million passengers per year.
Hill is the project manager on this major renovation project.

Dallas Area Rapid Transit Capital Program, Dallas, TX

Brazilian Wind Farms, Chapada do Araripe, Piaui, Brazil

Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) is a public transportation agency
providing multi-modal transportation services to 13 cities in the
Dallas, Texas area. Hill is providing project controls and other
professional services in connection with DART’s capital program.

Contour Global selected Hill to provide project management
services during construction of its seven wind farm projects
throughout Brazil.

“The Hill team completed their services professionally and was instrumental
in helping us deliver the New Data Center Facility as intended. They
employed a collaborative design-build support approach to improve design
quality while still meeting the project’s demanding schedule.”
Mark Costanzo P.E.
Project Manager
San Francisco International Airport
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Project Management Group

Island City Center, Mumbai, India
Bombay Realty selected Hill to provide project management and construction supervision services for One and Two Island City Center (ICC) in Mumbai, India.
The towers are 59 and 67 stories, respectively, and will comprise 2.6 million square feet of luxury residential space.

“I am pleased to extend my sincere appreciation for Hill’s continued support.
The Grand Egyptian Museum is one of the most demanding ongoing museum
projects in the world. The team has impressively demonstrated the capability to
understand our needs and face new challenges.”
Dr. Tarek Sayed Tawfik
General Director
Grand Egyptian Museum
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Dubai Parks, Dubai, UAE
The $2.6 billion Dubai Parks development will be a 30-million-square-foot leisure complex and will feature numerous theme parks with hotels,
retail, dining and entertainment facilities. Hill is providing show and ride construction management consultancy service on this major development.

East Link Light Rail Extension Project, Seattle, WA

District of Columbia Public Library, Washington, DC

The E360 Segment is a 1.8-mile line stretching from East Bellevue
to the main Microsoft campus in Redmond. The alignment includes
aerial guide-way, at-grade and retained cut sections, and features
two new platform stations, two pedestrian bridges and a 300-vehicle
parking garage. Hill is providing project management services.

Hill is providing project management and construction management
(PM/CM) services for design, demolition, new construction, renovation,
restoration and mixed-use development projects for the District of
Columbia Public Library system.

“We are quite confident that Hill will continue to provide all efforts
needed to achieve our interests and continue to complete all matters
related the project, not only meeting, but exceeding the required levels of
efficiency and quality.”
Nabil R. Akileh
Project Director
International Capital Trading
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Project Management Group

FBI Office Building, San Juan, Puerto Rico
The new $85 million FBI office building, located within the Federal
campus in the Hato Rey section of San Juan, will include an office
building, technical services annex and parking garage. Hill is
providing project management services on this project.

Pristina-Hani i Elezit Highway (Route 6), Kosovo
The 60-kilometer (37-mile) Pristina-Hani i Elezit Highway (Route 6)
has strategic importance for the Kosovo economy, representing one
of two important connections with trans-European corridors. Hill is
providing construction supervision services during redevelopment
of this major infrastructure project.

Boulevard Mall, Doha, Qatar
Hill is providing project management services on the 2-millionsquare-foot Boulevard Mall, which will feature a hypermarket,
cinema and family entertainment center.

“Hill provided valuable resources that helped us achieve a successful project outcome in less time than originally projected.
It was done with professional and technical support that is a distinct advantage of working with Hill International.”
Stephen H. Montgomery
President and CEO
Williamsburg Landing

“The Hill team was always accessible and served as a truly helpful bridge
between us and all of the construction trades. They were able to interpret our
questions to get to the heart of our concerns and always kept us informed.”
Pamela E. Green
Executive Director
Weeksville Heritage Center
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Los Angeles Community College District, Los Angeles, CA
Hill is providing project management, construction management and other specialty professional services in support of Los Angeles Community
College District’s bond program.

EREC Building No. 35—Federal Courts Complex and
Ministry of Justice Building, Abu Dhabi, UAE

U.S. Federal Transit Administration PMO, Nationwide
Hill is providing project management oversight (PMO) services to the
FTA for major transit capital projects nationwide. As PMO consultant,
Hill monitors the projects to determine if they are progressing on time,
within budget, and in accordance with the grantees’ approved plans
and specifications. Hill has been providing PMO services to the FTA
continuously for nearly three decades.

Hill is providing project management services in connection with
EREC Building No. 35, the Federal Courts Complex and Ministry of
Justice Building in Abu Dhabi. The facilities will feature courtrooms,
offices, theatre, gate building, service building, roads, parking
facilities and other amenities.

“Hill has been a great advocate for us and their team has gone beyond
the call of duty in their relentless and enthusiastic efforts to support our
projects. Hill takes great pride in their work and I have no hesitation in
recommending them.”
Gary E. George
CEO
Wildhorse Resort & Casino
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Project Management Group

St. Regis Hotel and Residences, Astana, Kazakhstan
The $180 million St. Regis development will feature an eight-story hotel and residence facility with a total built-up area of 55,000 square-meters
(577,000 square-feet). Hill is providing project and construction management services during construction of this five-star hospitality project.

New York City’s Hurricane Sandy Housing Recovery Efforts,
New York, NY

Northeastern University, Interdisciplinary Science
and Engineering Complex, Boston, MA

In October 2012, Hurricane Sandy caused unprecedented damage
throughout New York City, impacting approximately 35,000 single
family dwellings. Hill is providing project management services to
New York City Department of Design and Construction in partnership
with the New York City Housing Recovery Office in support of the city’s
housing recovery efforts.

Hill is providing owner’s representative services during construction
of Northeastern’s Interdisciplinary Science and Engineering Complex
(ISEC), a $225 million, 220,000-square-foot complex that will help
transform Northeastern’s research enterprise by providing state-of-the-art
infrastructure and fostering collaboration across disciplines.

“Without hesitation, I highly recommend Hill International to any owner that
needs an experienced and successful project and construction management
firm. Hill demonstrated how it uses superb leadership, passion, commitment,
knowledge and technical competency to be the program owner’s advocate.”
Rich Purser
General Manager
Clearwater Casino Resort
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Mall of Qatar, Doha, Qatar

University of Massachusetts, Boston, MA

Spread over 1.8 million square feet, the Mall of Qatar will have a 300key hotel, major hypermarket, five department stores, 20 restaurants
and an indoor streetscape with flagship stores from around the
world. Hill is providing project management services.

Hill is providing project management services for the UMass academic
facility renovations project which includes selective renovations at
McCormack Hall, Wheatley Hall and other buildings throughout the
university’s Boston campus.

Lugoj-Deva Section of the A1 Motorway, Romania

NYCT’s Superstorm Sandy Recovery Efforts, New York, NY

Hill was selected by the Romanian National Company of Motorways
and National Roads to provide supervision services during design
and construction of the 100-kilometer (62-mile) Lugoj-Deva
Section of the A1 Motorway in Romania.

Hill is providing construction management and inspection services
for the New York City Transit Authority’s Superstorm Sandy recovery
efforts and other miscellaneous construction projects.

“The Hill team dealt with inclement weather, material delays, subcontractor performance, owner changes and
other setbacks in a pleasant, creative and effective manner. The budget was maintained without compromising
quality and it is a pleasure to recommend the Hill team.”
Edward Adelman
Executive Director
Massachusetts State College Building Authority

“With Hill’s support, the Construction Authority is on time and on
budget for delivery of the current segment of the line to Azusa and is
now underway planning the next 12.3-mile segment. Our success is
linked with Hill International.”
Habib F. Balian
Chief Executive Officer
Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension Construction Authority
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Andasol 3, Granada, Spain

Hill provided construction consulting support to Marquesado Solar SL
on Europe’s first Parabolic trough solar power station.
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Construction Claims Group
Even the most carefully planned construction project
can encounter problems, including claims and other
disputes. How those claims are handled, however, can
be the difference between success and failure. Since
our founding in 1976, Hill International has been a world
leader in providing construction claims services to our
clients (owners, contractors, subcontractors, architects,
engineers, law firms, insurance and surety companies,
commercial and investment banks and others) on some
of the largest and most complex projects and programs
in the world.

Frederic Z. Samelian
Group President

Our approach to claims resolution is broad-based and
relies on the participation of Hill’s multi-disciplined
staff of engineers, architects, project and construction
managers, cost and damages experts, scheduling and
delay experts, legal specialists, contract administrators,
accountants and other claims specialists. Such a range
of expertise is essential in analyzing the complex liability,
causation and damage components of a claim. Hill’s
claims experts conduct detailed analyses of the claims,
breaking them down event-by-event and issue-by-issue,
to help facilitate evaluation and resolution.

Frank J. Giunta

Senior Vice President
and Managing Director
(Americas)

Hill’s array of services includes claims analysis, litigation
support, cost and damages assessment, delay
and disruption analysis, expert witness testimony,
lender advisory services, risk management, forensic
accounting, fraud investigation, adjudication and the
Project Neutral ®.
Over the past four decades, Hill has participated in over
50,000 disputes valued in excess of $100 billion. Today,
we are the largest construction claims practice with the
most experience and the greatest depth of resources
and capabilities in the world. The following are just a
few of the major claims and consulting assignments we
won during 2014.
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Construction Claims Group

Lincoln Square Expansion, Bellevue, WA
The Lincoln Square Expansion is a 1.5 million square foot mixed-use project with 710,000 square feet of Class A office space housed in a 31-story
tower. Hill is providing construction consulting and scheduling services.

“Our client was very grateful for Hill’s involvement and I would highly
recommend Hill as expert witness or in an advisory role for disputes.”
Pak Waltan
Associate Director
United Legal Alliance LLC
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Essential Energy, New South Wales, Australia

Kuala Lumpur International Airport, klia2 Terminal,
Selangor, Malaysia

Essential Energy is a state-owned organization responsible for
building, operating and maintaining Australia’s largest electricity
network. As part of a strategic review, Hill conceived and led the
implementation of a major reform program to significantly improve
Essential’s portfolio and program/project management capability.

Kuala Lumpur International Airport’s klia2 is a mega terminal for low
cost carriers at the Kuala Lumpur International Airport. Hill is providing
contract, commercial and claims support services for this project.

North West Rail Link, Australia
Hill is providing delivery coordination and assurance services on the $6.5 billion North West Rail Link, Australia’s largest public transport infrastructure
project. The project, being delivered by the Government of New South Wales, will deliver eight new railway stations and 4,000 commuter car parking
spaces to Sydney’s growing North West region. It includes twin 15km railway tunnels—Australia’s longest—and will open to commuters in 2019.

“I want to thank Hill for all of their assistance with our excellent
settlement result. They did an outstanding job mastering a large volume
of complex material and I have already recommended them to my
colleagues. We hope to work with Hill again in the future.”
Kerry B. Fisher, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
State of Maryland Office of the Attorney General
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Construction Claims Group

Eastman Shanghai Laboratory, Shanghai, China
Hill provided an independent cost audit for the China Headquarters
of Eastman (Shanghai) Chemical Commercial Company located in the
Pudong New Development Area.

Kingdom Tower, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
More than one kilometer (3,280ft) tall, Kingdom Tower will be a
mixed-use development that is destined to be the world’s tallest
building upon completion. Hill is providing contract, commercial
management and claims services to the main contractor on the
project.

Los Angeles Exposition Light Rail Program, Los Angeles, CA
Hill provided claims consulting and dispute resolution services during
Phase 1 of the Los Angeles Exposition Light Rail program in Southern
California.

“I have known and worked with the Hill team for years and have been quite
pleased with both their results and the relationships I have built with their team.”
Philip R. White, Esq.
Partner
Dentons
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Thomas and Mack Center, Las Vegas, NV

Petrofac Global, Sharjah, UAE

Thomas and Mack Center is undergoing upgrades to improve the
quality of the entertainment facility and its operations. Hill is providing
construction consulting during upgrades to restrooms, concessions,
renovated concourse, seating and disability seating areas.

Petrofac is a provider of oilfield services to the international oil and
gas industry. Hill is providing consulting services on several Petrofac
construction projects.

NiSource Distribution Lines, Merriville, IN
NiSource is a Fortune 500 company engaged in natural gas
transmission, storage and distribution, as well as electric generation,
transmission and distribution. Hill is providing consulting services on
several NiSource construction projects.

MGM Arena, Las Vegas, NV
The MGM Arena is a state-of-the-art, 20,000-seat multipurpose
event center. Hill has a lead role for schedule baseline development
for major electrical and mechanical subcontractors.

“I am deeply impressed with Hill as an expert, both in terms of written work and
ability to provide oral evidence. Programming reports are succinct, clear and concise
and deal perfectly with the critical issues in the matter.”
Scott Budd, Esq.
Partner
King & Wood Mallesons
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2014: The Year In Review

January
1.

Hill ties for first place on Building Design magazine’s annual
ranking of the architecture industry’s favorite project managers
to work with, as determined by a survey of the world’s largest
architecture practices.

30.

March
31.

July

The Philadelphia Inquirer ranks Hill as the 13th best place to
work among mid-sized employers (between 150 and 500
employees) in the region on its “Top Workplaces 2014” list.

7.

April
9.

15.

22.

11.
Hill wins a regional Project
Achievement Award from
the National Capital
Chapter of the Construction Management Association of
America (CMAA) for the FBI Field Office in Norfolk, Virginia,
which won in the category for “Best Project with a Constructed
Value of Less than $100 Million.”

11.

Adel Merhi of Hill’s Muscat, Oman office is named Hill’s 2013
Project Manager of the Year, and Wendy MacLaughlin of Hill’s
Brisbane, Australia office is named Hill’s 2013 Consultant of
the Year.

13.

22.

15.

Hill wins a regional Project Achievement Award from CMAA’s
New England Chapter for Bridgewater State University’s
Weygand Hall in Bridgewater, Massachusetts, which won in the
category of “New Construction, Value Less Than $100 Million.”

Hill wins the Consultancy Enterprise Agility Achiever Award
from Entrepreneur Qatar magazine.

October
6.

Ryan T. Spearing, Marketing Manager in the company’s
Marlton, New Jersey office, is named by SNJ Business People
magazine to its “40 Under 40” list of outstanding young
professionals in Southern New Jersey.
Hill wins a Global Best Project Award
from Engineering News-Record (ENR)
magazine for the Shams Abu Dhabi
Gateway Towers project in Abu Dhabi,
UAE, which won in the category of
“Retail/Mixed-Use Developments.”
Hill wins a regional Project Achievement Award from CMAA’s
Northern California Chapter for San Francisco International
Airport’s New Data Center Facility in San Francisco, California,
which received an honorable mention in the category of “Best
Transportation Project Valued Between $5-15 Million.”

21.

31.

Hill wins a Project Excellence Award from the Western Council of
Construction Consumers for San Francisco International Airport’s
New Data Center Facility in San Francisco, California, which won
in the categories “Buildings—Advanced Technologies” and
“Infrastructure—New.”
Hill wins two national Project Achievement Awards from
CMAA for Bloom Energy’s Red Lion Energy Center in New
Castle, Delaware, which received an award in the category of
“Infrastructure Project with Constructed Value Greater Than
$150 Million,” and for the Sun and Sky Towers in Abu Dhabi,
UAE, which received an award in the category of “International
Project/Program.”
Hill acquires Cadogans, a Scotland-based
consulting firm that provides multi-disciplinary
engineering consulting and other technical
services.

December
12.

June
24.

Hill is ranked as the third largest construction management
firm in the U.S. buildings market according to Building Design +
Construction magazine.
David L. Richter, then Hill’s President and Chief Operating
Officer, is named by SNJ Business People magazine as one of its
“Executives of the Year.”
The Zweig Letter ranks Hill as
the 44th fastest-growing
company among architecture,
engineering, planning and environmental consulting firms in
the United States and Canada, the 12th time in the past 13
years that Hill has been included on Zweig’s “Hot Firm” list.

September

May
7.

Center in Newark, Delaware, which received an award in the
category of “Best Private Sector Project Over $20 Million,”
and Bloom Energy’s Red Lion Energy Center in New Castle,
Delaware, which received an award in the category of “Best
Mega Project Over $100 Million.”
Hill is added to the Russell 2000 Index, the premier index
measuring the performance of the small-cap segment of the
U.S. equity markets.

Hill wins two regional Project Achievement Award from CMAA’s
Mid-Atlantic Chapter for the Bloom Energy Manufacturing
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Hill wins two Best Project Awards from ENR MidAtlantic
magazine for Bloom Energy’s Red Lion Energy Center in New
Castle, Delaware, which won in the category of “Best Project—
Energy/Industrial,” and for the Washington Monument
Earthquake Repair project in Washington, DC, which won in
the category of “Best Project—Cultural/ Worship.”
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The Company’s Chief Executive Officer
has certified to the New York Stock
Exchange (“NYSE”) that he is not aware
of any violation by the Company of the
NYSE corporate governance listing
standards, as required by Section
303A.12(a) thereunder.

Certain statements contained herein may be considered “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, and it is our intent that any
such statements be protected by the safe harbor created thereby. Except for historical information, the matters set forth herein including, but not limited to, any projections of revenues, earnings
or other financial items; any statements concerning our plans, strategies and objectives for future operations; and any statements regarding future economic conditions or performance, are
forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are based on our current expectations, estimates and assumptions and are subject to certain risks and uncertainties. Although
we believe that the expectations, estimates and assumptions reflected in our forward-looking statements are reasonable, actual results could differ materially from those projected or assumed
in any of our forward-looking statements. Important factors that could cause our actual results, performance and achievements, or industry results to differ materially from estimates or
projections contained in our forward-looking statements are set forth in the Risk Factors section and elsewhere in the reports we have filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. We
do not intend, and undertake no obligation, to update any forward-looking statement.
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